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Abstract

This paper reviews several empirical studies which highlight the using of kenaf for pulp production (beating, fractionation, and recycled fiber). Kenaf is a non-wood pulp source that is already used in parts of the world. Review studies showed that being a dicotyledonous plant, kenaf stem consists of bast and core fibers that are significantly different in chemical and morphological properties. Fiber properties directly influence pulping conditions applied in pulp and papermaking production. Kenaf fibers due to different nature and structure exhibit different behavior during pulping and papermaking. Core pulp due to presence of components with a high surface area coming from pith has low freeness and enhance susceptibility to refining action and pulp rapidly attains freeness value that are quite prohibitive for practical purposes. These shortcomings restrict the use of core pulp, which probably better used as unrefined. On the contrary, bast pulp refines easily and develops its strength. Due to difference in the quality of bast and core fiber, some researchers have proposed to fiber separation and pulping of each fraction separately and using each pulp lonely or blending refined bast pulp and unrefined core based on final product properties. These review results showed that, there is promised to use of kenaf as whole stem (bast and core together) for technical and economical advantages.
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1. Introduction

The genesis of using kenaf for pulp production dates back to the last century, with the work of by Watt in 1980. In the dictionary of economic plant India, Watt mentioned that the fiber of kenaf was used in Bengal for the production of pulp. He also noted that the paper made from kenaf fiber was superior in strength to the paper used in making bank of England note (Liu, 2002).

Kenaf was introduced to the United States during the 1940s as a substitute for jute (Fisher, 1994). In 1960, the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) identified kenaf as the most promising of a wide variety of annual plants for paper making (Fisher, 1994; Nieschlag, et al., 1960). Experiments in producing kenaf as a raw materials for pulp in the United States showed that the unit costs would be about half of that used in the production
of pulpwood and produce 3-5 times as much as dry materials for pulping per unit of land annually. USDA research on kenaf was cut off in the 70’s when attention turned to energy crisis, but research continued in the private sector (Liu, 2002). The world’s first commercial kenaf pulp mill known as Phoenix Pulp & Paper Co. Ltd. was established at Khon Ken, Thailand in 1981. The pulp mill was initially based on whole stalk kenaf with an annual production capacity of 70,000 tonnes (Mittal & Maheshwari, 1994). Vision Papers in the U.S. is reported to have developed and commercializing 100% kenaf made of chlorine free paper (Rymsza, 2001).

Kenaf is currently being explored in developed and developing countries as a viable raw material for pulp, paper, and wood composite manufacturing. Japan has been the world major consumer of wood-fiber papers is keen on increasing its usage of non-wood fiber and is reported to have indicated its preference for kenaf as the preferred feedstock (Anonymous, 2009). India, China, and Thailand account for 90% of world plantation with more than 95% of world production of kenaf. In 2005-2006, total kenaf production was 0.33 million tons of which India, China and Thailand produced 42%, 25% and 11%, respectively, while other countries produced the difference (FAO, 2006).

In Malaysia, kenaf was first introduced in the early 1970s and was recognized as a potential alternative fibrous material for the production of panel products such as fiberboard and particle board in the late 1990s under the 7th Malaysian Plan1996-2000 (Abdul Khalil et al., 2010). Due to its potential commercial value, the government has allocated RM 12 millions for research and future development of kenaf–based industry under the 9th Malaysian 2006-2010 (Mohd Edeerrozey et al., 2007). Under the plan, the National Kenaf and Tobacco Board (LTN) contrive the development of kenaf cultivation in order to replace the current tobacco cultivation especially in the state of Kelantan. Moreover, the government also emphasizes diversifying and commercializing the downstream kenaf–based industries including the pulp and paper industry in cooperation with private sector.

2. Beating

The strength properties of a sheet of paper depend on its original qualities, strength of fibers and on the extent of bonding between fibers that make up the sheet. A paper sheet made from virgin pulp which has not undergone a form of mechanical treatment is characterized by low strength, bulkiness, surface roughness and not suitable for bonding between fibers that make up the sheet. A paper sheet made from virgin pulp which has not undergone a form of mechanical treatment is characterized by low strength, bulkiness, surface roughness and not suitable for bonding between fibers that make up the sheet. A paper sheet made from virgin pulp which has not undergone a form of mechanical treatment is characterized by low strength, bulkiness, surface roughness and not suitable for bonding between fibers that make up the sheet. A paper sheet made from virgin pulp which has not undergone a form of mechanical treatment is characterized by low strength, bulkiness, surface roughness and not suitable for bonding between fibers that make up the sheet. A paper sheet made from virgin pulp which has not undergone a form of mechanical treatment is characterized by low strength, bulkiness, surface roughness and not suitable for bonding between fibers that make up the sheet. A paper sheet made from virgin pulp which has not undergone a form of mechanical treatment is characterized by low strength, bulkiness, surface roughness and not suitable for bonding between fibers that make up the sheet. A paper sheet made from virgin pulp which has not undergone a form of mechanical treatment is characterized by low strength, bulkiness, surface roughness and not suitable for bonding between fibers that make up the sheet. A paper sheet made from virgin pulp which has not undergone a form of mechanical treatment is characterized by low strength, bulkiness, surface roughness and not suitable for bonding between fibers that make up the sheet.

The newly exposed surfaces avidly interact with water molecules producing swelling and an increase in fiber surface. Both shortening and external fibrillation of the fibers produce free small fragments of cell wall called fines. Fines greatly reduce the drainage of water in paper formation by filling pores in the sheet, but provide at same time more fiber - fiber contact area. It is known that internal fibrillation separates bundles of fibrils located in the interior of cell wall of fibers without causing generation of fines. Water is then able to reach the new surfaces producing swelling and separating individual interior fibrils (hydration). As a result of the internal fibrillation, the
fiber becomes plasticized and more deformable, improving fiber–fiber contact area when pressed and dewatered (Clark, 1985).

Beating or refining of pulp is an essential process of paper manufacture and is carried out to a greater or lesser degree in all paper and board mills. On the other hand, some variables such as fiber properties, equipment characteristics and process variables affect refining process and final pulp and paper properties. Hence a lot of research carried out to understand the relation between these variables.

The members of the Institute of Paper Chemistry (1944), under the leadership of Van den Akker, presented a theory for procedure of tear. Van den Akker explained that the initial rise in the tearing strength/ beating – time curve is due to that fact that in the initial stages of beating, the frictional drag work increases by virtue of tighter enmeshment caused by slightly increased bonding. During this time only a negligible number of fibers fail in tensile rupture. As the beating continues, more fibers fail in tensile rupture and therefore, fewer fibers are pulled intact from the mesh. Since the frictional drag force per fiber is much greater than the rupture work, this decrease in the number of fibers pulled intact from mesh causes the tear strength to decrease.

Watson & Dadswell (1964) studied the influence of fiber morphology on paper properties and indicated the prime importance of fiber length and confirmed the existence of a critical level of bonding. In short fiber pulp, this critical level of bonding is never attained in unbeaten pulp, and only rarely in beaten pulp, so that the tear factor increases with beating. The distribution of stress is less widespread than with long fiber pulp, and the energy required to pulp out the unbroken fibers is relatively low, thereby giving rise to a low tear value. In long fiber pulp the degree of bonding before any beating is generally above this critical level, and any increase in bonding which results in the reduction of the area of stress concentration, thereby reducing the amount of energy required in rupturing the paper.

Koning & Haskell (1979) evaluated the effects of several papermaking factors- wood species, pulp yield, type of refiner, amount of refining, wet-press pressure and surface on strength properties of linerboard weight hand sheets and found that wet press pressure, wood species, degree of refining and yield were most important. The degree and direction of the change depend on the particular property. For example, for ring crush, freeness and wet- press pressure were significant factors for burst, four factors (species, yield, freeness and pressure) and one interaction (species- yield).

Maddern & Franch (1989) studied the main papermaking properties of bleached soda-AQ kenaf bark and core pulp. They found that the bark fibers are long, thin and stiff giving good tear and light scattering and moderate bonding. They produce a bulky sheet with good bonding stiffness. Core fibers are short and wide with thin walls so that they collapse readily, with little beating, producing a dense, very smooth and stiff well bonded sheet with good optical properties. The woody core is difficult to pulp and the pulps, partially in regard to tears, are lower quality. Moreover the pulps have slower drainage characteristics than wood pulps made by the same processes and beating. It can be used in special circumstances where low beating requirement and good smoothness are important.

Schroeter (1994) pulped both kenaf bast and core fibers using a soda-AQ process for linerboard. He found that the use of kenaf core fiber pulp in place of hard wood pulps improved sheet smoothness. The bast pulp required only minimal refining while the core pulp required no refining at all. The letter, when utilized as the top sheet in linerboard, resulted in reduced energy cost due to refining and improved sheet smoothness, without negatively impacting the sheet strength properties.

Pande and Roy (1998) studied the influence of fiber morphology and chemical composition on the papermaking potential of kenaf fibers and reported that hemicelluloses are important for internal cohesion of the cell wall, and their removal weakens the fiber by reducing inter-fiber adhesion. The removal of hemicellulose results in the replacement of the relatively flexible cellulose–hemicellulose–cellulose bonds by more rigid cellulose–cellulose bonds, thus inhibiting the stress distribution, and resulting in lowered strength properties. The beating energy required to develop a desired tensile strength decreases with increasing hemicellulose in pulp.

Seth (2001) studied the physical properties and response to the refining of never-dried and dried kraft pulps and reported that never dried pulps require less energy to reach a given freeness. Although never–dried pulps produce wetter web than those from dried pulps, the webs are stronger. At a given refining energy or freeness, never–dried pulps produce better bonded sheets. These differences are ascribed to the higher swelling and conformability of never-dried fibers.

Rushdan (2003) studied the effect of refining on fiber morphology and drainage time of soda pulp derived from oil palm empty fruit bunches and found that all fiber dimensions decreased as the degrees of refining increased. Fiber curling index had the largest decrease, while fiber lumen width had the smallest. Drainage time increased as the
refining degree increased due to increase in fiber shortening and fine production.

Parker et al. (2005) studied the effect of network variables on the ring crush strength of NSSC pulps from three eucalyptus species and reported unrefined pulps due to low collapsed fibers produced sheets with ring crush strength. Refining with increasing flexibility of fiber, generation of secondary fines and fibrillation of the fiber promotes the formation of fiber-fiber bonds and thus leads to increase in ring crush strength.

Wanrosli et al. (2005) studied upgrading of recycled paper with oil palm fiber soda pulp and reported that as little as 20% addition of unbeaten virgin pulp and considerably lesser amount of ca. 10% of beaten virgin pulp is sufficient to completely restore the tensile strength of recycled fiber. The major mechanism of strength improvement is probably due to the increase of inter fiber bonding as a result of substitution of inactive secondary fibers with active virgin fibers. With addition of beaten pulps, the effect is even more remarkable. This enhancement is ascribed to the increase in the bonded area of sheet resulting from internal and external fibrillation that occurs during beating.

Bhardwaj et al. (2007) studied the influence of refining on physical and electrokinetic properties of various cellulosic fibers and found that beating increases the surface charge, specific surface area and specific volume of fibers, but did not change the total fiber charge. When beating to the same freeness, the pine kraft pulp had higher surface charge, surface area, and specific volume than eucalyptus pulps. Also, the eucalypt pulps were much easier to beat than pine pulps. Increasing surface area by refining resulted in a higher surface charge and better fiber–fiber bonding.

Yang et al. (2008) studied the effect of fungal treatment on eucalyptus chemitheromechanical pulp properties and reported that in comparison with the control pulp, fungal treated pulps were easier and need less energy to be refined for a target freeness level and produced paper with higher strength properties and lower light scattering coefficient that indicates fungal treatment causes some internal fibrillation of fiber and improves the fiber flexibility, which could enhance the fiber-fiber bonding capacity.

Villar et al. (2009) studied kenaf for kraft pulping and reported that the property of core and bark kraft pulp differ distinctly. Bark pulp produced bulky sheets that were extremely resistant to tear by virtue of the high length of the fibers. Although their burst and tensile indices are lower than those of unrefined core pulps, bark pulps refine easily and develop its strength properties. On the contrary, core pulps, with much less initial freeness could not be refined without causing difficulties in drainage.

Jahan et al. (2009) studied the pulpability within jute plant and reported that core pulp due to shorter fiber and higher hemicellulose content were easier to beat than bark and whole plant pulps and produced paper with good properties except tear index. Jahan & Rawshan (2009) compared the refining capacity and papermaking properties of jute fiber and Nalita (*Trema orientalis*) pulps and reported that for a given drainage resistance, Nalita pulp required less refining energy than that of jute fiber pulp. Both pulps showed liner relationships between drainage resistance and refining level. The tensile and burst index of both pulps rapidly developed (drainage resistance “SR 10-30) until they leveled off at moderate level of drainage resistance.

### 3. Fractionation

The plant for papermaking is made of fibers that differ greatly in morphological properties. The fiber morphology determines the final paper properties to a great extent, so that have been shown to explain the 70 to 90% paper properties variation (Dinwoodie, 1966; Barefoot et al., 1964). However, the traditional approach of preparing fibers for papermaking is to pulp the plant and process the fiber as a collective. This approach simplifies the process design, but neglects the opportunity to exploit the inherent benefits of the individual fiber fractions (Gooding & Olson, 2001).

Fiber Fractionation processes, which utilizes maximum potential of the fiber, are becoming increasingly important in paper industry (Sood et al., 2005). It is a process that segregates a blend of pulp fibers into two or more streams based on some physical properties such as length, flexibility, coarseness etc (Sood et al., 2005; Gooding & Olson, 2001). Fractionation and consequent selective processing (or use) of furnish components offers potential to achieve raw material and energy efficiency. The idea is to direct the right kind of fiber furnish and through the processing it requires and ultimately to the end user, where it will generate the highest customer value. This offers the paper makers options to produce paper with optimum properties for specific application by controlling the refining conditions, use of additives, dewatering conditions at the wet end and draws in the dryer section (Sood et al., 2005). For instance, after fractionation of pulp in two fractions, it can be used according to one of the following schemes: (a) utilization of the two fractions in the production of two different grades on separate machines, (b) utilization of the two fractions in two or more plies in the same sheet or paper, (c) remixing the beating long fiber
fraction with unbeaten short fraction (Howard, 1991). A pulp producer, for example, with two pulp machines, could fractionate the fibers and increase the content of the long fibers on one machine to provide a high-value reinforcing pulp. Alternatively a paper producer with a multi-layer head box could direct the shorter fibers to the surface layers to improve sheet smoothness, while placing the longer fibers in the feed to core to provide strength. Within the mill system, one could concentrate long, stiff fibers in the feed to reject refiner to save energy and increase capacity, while avoiding the degradation of fibers that are already acceptable (Gooding & Olson, 2001).

Being a dicotyledonous plant, kenaf stem consists of bast (35%) and core fibers that are significantly different in chemical and morphological properties (Ashori et al., 2006). Fiber properties directly influence pulping conditions applied in pulp and papermaking production. Kenaf fibers due to different nature and structure exhibit different behavior during pulping and papermaking processes (Villar et al., 2009; Sharmiza et al., 2005; Khristova et al., 2002; Ohtani et al., 2001; Khristova et al., 1998; Ren et al., 1996; Calabro, 1992; Kaldor, 1989).

Core pulp due to presence of components with a high surface area/mass ratio coming from pith (Villar et al., 2009) has low freeness and enhance susceptibility to refining action and pulp rapidly attains freeness value that are quite prohibitive for practical purposes (Calabro, 1992). These shortcomings restrict the use of core pulp, which probably better used unrefined (Kaldor, 1989). On the contrary, bast pulps refine easily and develop its strength (Villar et al., 2009; Calabro, 1992). Due to difference in the quality of bast and core fiber, some researcher propose to fiber separation and pulping of each fraction separately (Calabro, 1992; Kaldor, 1989, and use each pulp lonely or blending refined bast pulp and unrefined core based on final product properties (Villar et al., 2009). On the other hand, there is promised to use of kenaf as whole stem (bast and core together) for technical and economical advantages (Ververis et al., 2004; Khristova et al., 2002).

Although there are great benefits in fractionation and consequent selective process particularly in the improvement of pulp and paper properties (Table 1), however there is not published document to assess the effect of fractionation and consequent selective process on kenaf pulp and paper properties.

4. Recycled Fiber

Recycling of various materials has come under increasing spotlight as the environmental awareness of the general public increases. Recycling is associated with a clean green image and industries are under pressure more than ever before to perform in this area. Pulp and paper manufacturing is no exception to this recycling trend (Carstens, 2008). Recycled paper has become commercialized since 1800 while serious investigation on it only started in the late 1960s (Howard, 1991). Generally, these investigations can be divided into four categories: recycling operation, environment protection, product performance, and sheet properties. Research on sheet properties incorporates new pulps, causes of lost quality, recovering or upgrading of quality and effect of recycling unit operation Howard (1990).

Paper strength with randomly oriented fibers is dependent on the strength of the individual fibers and the strength and number of the bonds between them (Page, 1969). The strength of the individual fiber is not changed by mechanical processing during papermaking process (Clark, 1985; Paavilainen, 1991), but the strength and number of the bonds between fibers change by mechanical process (Stratton & Colson, 1990). Paper made of recycled fibers has different qualities from paper made of virgin fibers. The effects of recycling on physical properties vary greatly depending on the pulp type and the process it has undergone (Wanrosli et al., 2005; Minor et al., 1993). In general, the papermaking properties of fibers deteriorate with the extent of recycling. This behavior was attributed to the degradation in fiber bonding (Garg et al., 2008; Wanrosli et al., 2005).

During a drying and rewetting cycle, the fiber lost their conformability and swelling capacity associated with the phenomenon of irreversible hardening or hornification. The hornification occur when the hydrogen bonds that were formed between cellulose chains in the cell wall during drying resist been broken during the rewetting process, resulting in only partial swelling since some chains remain bonded (Wanrosli et al., 2005; Seo et al., 2002; Minor et al., 1993). Hornified fibers are stiffer because of internal collapse and more resistant to fibrillation due to collapse. Mechanical pulps are normally less susceptible to hornification than are bleached chemical pulps because the lignin content restricts the opportunity for intermolecular mobility and contact within the carbohydrates component. Also, fibers with high lignin content are initially more rigid because of the three dimensional structure and cross – linking characteristics of the lignin macromolecule, which result in less initial fiber collapse and bonding (Seo et al., 2002; Minor et al., 1993).

Although the effects of recycling on paper quality are known, a complete understanding of how to recover or minimize the loss of recyclability of secondary fibers is not known (Wanrosli et al., 2005). Various methods have been suggested and used in practice. The notable ones are mechanical refining, chemical additives, physical fractionation (described in section 3), and blending. Each method has its own advantages and disadvantages.
Refining enhances papermaking properties of recycled fiber by increasing fiber flexibility and swell ability which were lost during fiber drying (Seth, 2001; Minor et al., 1993; Howard & Bichard, 1992), but generation of fines and reduction in pulp freeness are drawbacks of this operation (Garg et al., 2008; Mocciutti et al., 2008). Moreover, if in a commercial operation, the wastepaper supply contains mechanical pulp, the situation is worsened, because the fibers of mechanical pulp are very easily broken up by refining (Howard, 1991).

Starch, gum and other dry strength-enhancing agents are well known and added to recycled fiber furnish to compensate for the loss in original strength. Considerable interest has been shown in recent years for the development of dry strength additives having improved efficacy (Ren et al., 2009; Ekhtera et al., 2008; Che et al., 2003; Kitaoka & Tanaka, 2001) but they cannot be used as full substitute to refining as they cannot restore the swelling ability of hornified fibers, and the penetration of their large molecules into micropores in the cell wall structure is limited (Christiane et al., 2000).

Blending of virgin pulp with recycled fibers offers another viable option for upgrading the recycled pulps. Many studies have shown the strength enhancement of recycled fiber by adding virgin pulps (Latifah et al., 2009; Garg et al., 2008; Wanrosli et al., 2005; Rushdan, 2003; Aravamuthan et al., 2002; Dell & Paul, 1998; Horn et al., 1992). The major mechanism of strength improvement is probably due to increase of inter fiber bonding as a result of substitution of inactive secondary fibers with active virgin fibers (Wanrosli et al., 2005). However the strength properties of pulp blends are not simply the average of the strength properties of their component. Depending on the nature of the components and the specific property of interest, they may well be positive or negative deviations from the average (Rushdan, 2003). It is very important to optimize the amount of virgin pulp in blend with recycled fibers to reach appropriate properties.

Mills occasionally use softwood fibers to impart additional strength to paper made from recycled paper (Mas'ut, 2009, Dehghani Friouzabadi et al., 2008; Wanrosli et al., 2005) but softwood pulp is expensive (Dutt et al., 2009; Jahan & Rawshan, 2009) and new legislations enacted in response to the demand from environmentalists in various countries have restricted the cutting of trees. On the other hand, kenaf has been identified as a suitable reinforcement pulp (Latifah et al., 2009; Dehghani Friouzabadi et al., 2008; Aravamuthan et al., 2002). But these researches has used bast lonely or with higher percentage in bast/core mix that increased cost incurred in separation cost and reduce fiber production per hectare that cancels one of the theoretical advantages of kenaf (Villar et al., 2009).

5. Conclusion

This paper reviews several empirical studies which highlight the using of kenaf for pulp production. The increase in world population coupled with industrialization has amplified the demand for paper and paperboard. Non-wood fibers or alternative fibers refer to non-woody cellulosic plant materials used for papermaking. The overall conclusion is that, in order for kenaf to compare wood as sources of papermaking raw materials, the cost of fiber supply and processing must be minimized. Using the whole stem, rather than separating the kenaf into the bast and core fractions may reduce fiber supply costs for kenaf significantly which would represent a problem for commercialization of this raw material. The extra processing steps involved in separation, and extra cost of two pulping lines keep kenaf from competing effectively with wood. As discussed above demonstrate that in most respects (strength properties, drainageability) whole stem are most favorable for pulp and paper production or OCC improvement. Thus kenaf is currently being explored in developed and developing countries as a viable raw material for pulp and paper.
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Table 1. A summary of results achieved by selective treatment of fractions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fractionation advantages</th>
<th>Reported by</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quality improvements through selective refining of fractions</td>
<td>Afra et al., 2009; Wandelt and Perlińska-Sipa, 2008; Alexandre et al., 2007; Wandelt et al., 2005; Sood et al., 2005; Koskenhely et al. 2005; Abubakr Said et al., 1995; Pimley, 1999; Kure et al., 1999; Sandberg et al. 1997; Musselmann, 1993; Wood 1991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality improvements through multilayered sheet structure (pulp fractions in the individual layers)</td>
<td>Liang et al., 2007; Sood et al., 2005; Tubek-Lindblom &amp; Salmén, 2003; Vollmer, 1999; Meltzer 1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential benefits by separate bleaching of pulp fractions enriched in early wood and latewood fibers</td>
<td>Branvall et al. 2005; Vomhoff and Groundstrom, 2003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>